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**President U Thein Sein felicitates Maldives counterpart**

NAY PYI TAW, 26 July—On the occasion of the 47th Anniversary of the Independence Day of the Republic of Maldives which falls on 26th July 2012, His Excellency U Thein Sein, President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, has sent a message of felicitations to His Excellency Dr Mohamed Waheed, President of the Republic of Maldives.—MNA

**True patriotism**

- It is very important for every one of the nation regardless of the place he lives to have strong Union Spirit.
- Only Union Spirit is the true patriotism all the nationalities will have to safeguard.

**President U Thein Sein receives red carpet treatment from Thai Prime Minister Ms Yingluck Shinawatra**

NAY PYI TAW, 25 July—The welcoming ceremony for President U Thein Sein of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar by Prime Minister Ms Yingluck Shinawatra of Thailand took place at State Guesthouse in Bangkok of Thailand at 11 am on 23 July.

On arrival at State Guesthouse to attend the welcoming ceremony, President U Thein Sein was cordially greeted by the Thai Prime Minister.

The President and the Thai Prime Minister took salute of the Guard of Honour on the dais while the state band played Myanmar and Thai National Anthems.

The President and the Thai Prime Minister inspected the Guard of Honour.

(See page 8)

**Thai investment invited in rubber, oil palm and other commercial plantations to be established for development of job creation in regions sharing border with Thailand**

President U Thein Sein

Thai government would push forward for earliest completion of Dawei Deep Sea Port Project for it would be biggest deep sea port in region

Thai Prime Minister Ms. Yingluck Shinawatra

NAY PYI TAW, 25 July—President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar U Thein Sein met Thai Prime Minister Ms. Yingluck Shinawatra at Thai Koo Fah of State Guesthouse in Bangkok, Thailand on 23 July morning.

Present on the occasion together with President U Thein Sein were Union Ministers U Wunna Maung Lwin, U Myint Hlaing, U Tin Naing Thein, U Aung Kyi, U Than Htay and U Win Myint, chief ministers of Kayin State and Taninthayi Region, the adjutant general, deputy ministers, the Myanmar Ambassadors to Thailand and

(See page 9)
President U Thein Sein meets staff families of embassy and military attaché office

Mr. Thein Sein, President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, met with staff families of the Myanmar embassy and military attaché office in Thailand and expressed his appreciation for the work of the embassy and attaché office.

Cash and kind donated for people in Rakhine State

YANGON, 25 July—Cash and kind were donated to people of Rakhine State who lost property and possessions in recent unrest at Mayikhalai Hall of Fire Services Department (Head Office) in Mayangon Township here this morning. Magway Region Government and people donated K 1,360,750, 27 baskets of rice and seven bales of clothes as second installment; faculty members and students of Meiktila Technological University, K 1,035,000 and seven bales of clothes; U Than Win and wife Daw Than Than Myaing, K 40,000 and two bales of clothes; Daw Mi Mi Wah, K 10,000 and one bale of clothes; Ingyin Beauty Parlour in Yankin Township, one bale of clothes, blanket and mosquito net; and Ma Khin Pyae Sone and Ko Nyan Lin Htein, one bale of clothes each through FSD Director-General U Tin Moe and officials.

The donation at the FSD (Head Office) has amounted to K 310,021,823 to date.

Union Foreign Affairs

NAY PYI TAW, 26 July—On the occasion of the 47th Anniversary of the Independence Day of the Republic of Maldives which falls on 26th July 2012, His Excellency U Wanna Maung Lwin, Union Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, has sent a message of felicitations to His Excellency Dr. Abdal Samad Abdulla, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Maldives.

MV Taunggyi carrying relief items arrives in Sittway

NAY PYI TAW, 25 July—MV Taunggyi of Myanmar Five Star Line arrived in Sittway, Rakhine State, on 23 July to unload packages of medicines, stationery, clothes, foodstuff and various household goods to be provided to the locals at the relief camps.

The relief aids were donated by people from four corners of Myanmar.

To distribute the items to the victims as soon as possible, Tatmadaw men and officials concerned of Myanmar Port Authority assisted in unloading the packages from the vessel and then transported them to the warehouse of the Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement in Sittway.
Mukherjee sworn in as Indian president

NEW DELHI, 25 July—Former finance minister Pranab Mukherjee called for action to tackle India’s dire poverty as he was sworn in as president on Wednesday during an elaborate display of pomp and circumstance. The presidency is a ceremonial role, but Mukherjee used his acceptance speech to appeal for India to prioritise the hundreds of millions of poor who have been left behind by recent economic growth.

Mukherjee, 76, arrived for the swearing-in ceremony in a regal cavalcade escorted by horse-mounted bodyguards and was greeted by a military guard of honour lining the route leading to the parliament building in New Delhi.

After receiving a 21-gun salute, Mukherjee addressed lawmakers and spoke of erasing poverty from the “dictionary of modern India” and striving for equality for all. “For our development to bereal, the poorest of our land must feel that they are part of the narrative of rising India,” he said. “There is no humiliation more abusive than hunger. Trickledown theories do not address the legitimate aspirations of the poor. We must lift those at the bottom.”

Mukherjee also touched on corruption, a thorny issue that has dogged the Congress party government that he served in as finance minister until last month. “Corruption is an evil that can depress a nation’s mood and sap its progress,” he said. “We cannot allow our progress to be hijacked by corruption.”

Mukherjee, the official Congress party candidate, was elected president on Sunday after winning 69 per cent of the votes cast by national and state lawmakers.

Romney promises firm US foreign policy

WASHINGTON, 25 July—On the eve of a trip abroad, Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney promised a robust foreign policy and accused President Barack Obama of weakness in the face of US adversaries.

“This is very simple: If you don’t want America to be the strongest nation on Earth, I am not your president,” Romney said a convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars. “You have that president today.”

Romney was cutting in his criticism of how Obama has dealt with Israel, accusing the president of neglect and “shabby treatment” of a key ally.

Although US voters remain focused on the economy, the war in Afghanistan, conflict in Syria and the growing influence of China make for a critical backdrop in the campaign for the 6 November election.

Often criticized by Democrats as lacking experience abroad, Romney, the former Massachusetts governor, travels to Britain, Israel and Poland this week to try to boost his foreign policy credentials.

The Republican blamed the White House for national security leaks to the media and assured war veterans that a Romney administration would keep a tight lid on secret information.

“What kind of White House would reveal classified material for political gain?” Romney said. “I’ll tell you right now: Mine won’t.”

He blamed Obama over the leaks, including those about the raid that killed al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden and cyber-warfare that has reportedly been used against Iran.

The agreements came as Britain, Israel and Poland this week to try to boost his foreign policy credentials.

The first agreement represented the initial phase of a collaborative “demonstration program” for a Future Combat Air System, or FCAS, unmanned air system. The other agreement enables cooperation between the two nations on the Watchkeeper Tactical unmanned air system, which provides the British armed forces with surveillance and reconnaissance.

The neighbours already have a close defence relationship, and the latest agreements signal Hollande’s intention to maintain the defence and security cooperation treaty signed last year by his predecessor, Nicolas Sarkozy, and Prime Minister David Cameron.

UK, France agree on more military cooperation

LONDON, 25 July—Britain and France signed two agreements on Tuesday for further cooperation on the use of military drones, the British Ministry of Defence said. British Defence Minister Philip Hammond and his French counterpart, Jean-Yves Le Drian, pledged closer military ties and called the countries cooperation as “natural as it is necessary.”

“We will continue to draw on each other’s strengths and respective investments to get the best possible support for our Armed Forces,” Hammond said in a statement. The agreements came as Le Drian made his first visit to London since taking office in May, following the presidential victory of Francois Hollande.

Al-Qaeda says carries out Iraqi attacks

BAGHDAD, 25 July—Al-Qaeda’s affiliate in Iraq has claimed responsibility for a spate of attacks across the country targeting mostly Shi’ite Muslim targets this week that killed and wounded hundreds of people. The Islamic State of Iraq (ISI) said in a statement posted on radical Islamist websites on Tuesday that it was behind the recent attacks, which it called its “Destroying the Walls” campaign.

At least 116 people were killed and around 300 wounded in bomb and gun attacks on Monday, by far the bloodiest day of violence since US troops withdrew in December. A day earlier, six people were killed in bombings as part of a coordinated surge of violence. The ISI often hits Shi’ite targets to try to stir up the type of sectarian violence that drove Iraq to the edge of civil war and killed tens of thousands of people in 2006-07.

Colorado judge bans cameras in hearing when shooting suspect charged

AURORA, 25 July—The judge in the case of the man accused of Friday’s shooting rampage at a Colorado movie theater on Tuesday ruled that no cameras or electronic recording equipment will be allowed at next week’s hearing when formal charges will be filed.

Arapahoe County District Judge William Sylvester issued the written ruling in response to a request by Denver-area media for expanded media coverage of the July 30 hearing when the 21-year-old suspect, James Eagan Holmes, is due to make his initial appearance in the case.

Holmes, who faces charges including murder and attempted murder, was backed up by an organized group who helped him plan and carry out the attack, Boiko Borisov, the Bulgarian prime minister, said on Tuesday.

“From what we see, they arrived nearly a month beforehand, changed rental cars, and travelled to different cities ... and not more than one of the people we are looking for was captured on either security camera,” Borisov said. “He declined to give more details on the plotters.

Borisov said that the bomber’s DNA and finger prints had not matched anything held on file by Bulgaria or by partner spy agencies and that police were still working to identify him.

But he suggested that the attacker, whose bomb was concealed in his backpack, may have entered Bulgaria on a plane from the European Union’s “Schengen” passport-free travel zone. He did not elaborate.

Israe, attacked by Hezbollah on Monday.

Suicide bomber behind Bulgaria bus attack had help

SOFIA, 25 July—A suicide bomber who killed five Israeli tourists when he blew up a bus in Bulgaria last week was backed up by an organized group who helped him plan and carry out the attack, Boiko Borisov, the Bulgarian prime minister, said on Tuesday.

Borisov said police had not yet identified the bomber whose attack also wounded more than 30 people at Burgas airport last Wednesday, but said the man had not acted alone.

“These are extremely experienced people who have followed strict conspiracy rules,” Borisov told reporters after meeting John Brennan, a counter-terrorism adviser to US President Barack Obama.

“From what we see, they arrived nearly a month beforehand, changed rental cars, and travelled to different cities ... and not more than one of the people we are looking for was captured on either security camera,” Borisov said.

Israe, attacked by Hezbollah on Monday.
Russia’s Progress M-15M freighter fails to re-dock with ISS

MOSCOW, 25 July — Russia’s Progress M-15M resupply freighter failed to re-dock with the International Space Station (ISS) due to certain emergency situations in the station’s new Kurs-NA rendezvous system, Russia’s Mission Control Centre (MCC) said on Tuesday. The unmanned Progress M-15M, which arrived at the ISS in April, undocked from the station early Monday morning to conduct a series of tests of the upgraded Kurs-NA rendezvous system.

According to a spokesman of the MCC, the Kurs-NA system warned of a possible emergency situation and called off the re-docking when the Progress M-15M was approaching at a distance of 15 km to the ISS. The MCC didn’t provide more details about the operation, only confirming that the Progress M-15M was now at a safe distance to the ISS. The MCC also revealed the Progress freighter would be maneuvered to a distance of 500 km to the ISS later Tuesday and the next re-docking, “We are considering to carry out the re-docking again on 29 July, after Japan’s cargo spacecraft HTV docking with the ISS,” the spokesman said. The cause of the failed re-docking has been investigated, he said, stressing that the Progress freighter was still controllable and has not posed any threat to the ISS and its six crew members. The US space agency NASA said in a statement the re-docking of the Progress freighter to the ISS has been postponed “due to an apparent failure in the new Kurs-NA rendezvous system.”

“Progress 47 (classified as Progress M-15M) in Russia flew approximately 1.8 miles below the station to a safe distance away from the orbiting outpost, where it will remain until another attempt is made to re-dock with the space station,” NASA said. Progress freighters have been the backbone of the Russian space cargo fleet for decades. Russia lost a Progress cargo ship in 2011 for the first time in 30 years. Besides, after the retirement of the US shuttle fleet, Russia’s Soyuz spacecraft have become the only way for astronauts to reach the ISS at least until the middle of the decade.— Xinhua.

Apple releases OS X Mountain Lion system upgrade

NEW YORK, 25 July — Apple has announced the latest version of its Mac operating system will be released on Wednesday. OS X Mountain Lion makes it easier to share material to social networks and also introduces a notification panel similar to that on many smartphones. The news was revealed in the company’s third quarter earnings release. Mac sales were 2% up on the year, but the results fell short of many analysts’ forecasts. The firm’s shares dropped about 5% in after-market trading.

Apple announced the latest update to its operating system in February. The update continues a trend to introduce features to its desktop and laptop families that have already been implemented on its iPad and iPhone mobile devices. These include the ability to upload and synchronise material with its iCloud internet storage service; the introduction of the Messages service allowing text message-like chats between the firm’s computers and handsets; the ability to easily share material to Twitter; and an application to compare and count the user’s video game scores against those of their friends.

The firm has also taken steps to aid its expansion in China including the adoption of Baidu as a search service built into its web browser’s address and button to make it easy to share and discuss content. The agreement is a complex story,” said Nasa’s Tom Wagner.

Scientists said they believed that much of Greenland’s ice was already freezing again. Until now, the most extensive melting seen by satellites in the past three decades was about 55% of the area. Ice last melted at Summit station in 1889, ice core records indicate.

The news comes just days after Nasa satellite imagery revealed that a massive iceberg, twice the size of Manhattan, had broken off a glacier in Greenland. This event, combined with other natural but uncommon phenomena, such as the large calving event last week on Petermann Glacier, are part of a complex story, said Nasa’s Tom Wagner.

ISPs split over UK open Internet code of practice

LONDON, 25 July — Several leading UK Internet service providers have refused to sign a code of conduct designed to guarantee “full and open access” to the net. Ten ISPs including BT, O2 and TalkTalk backed the agreement promising not to restrict or block content unless there was a reason to.

Virgin Media said the current code was “open to misinterpretation” and refused to sign up.— Internet

Virgin Media said the current code was “open to misinterpretation” and refused to sign up.— Internet

Satellites reveal sudden Greenland ice melt

WASHINGTON, 25 July — Greenland’s massive ice sheet has melted this month over an usually large area, NASA has said. Scientists said the “unprecedented” melting took place over a larger area that ever detected in three decades of satellite observation. Melting even occurred at Greenland’s coldest and highest place, Summit station. The thawed ice area jumped from 40% of the ice sheet to 97% in just four days from 8 July. Although about half of Greenland’s ice sheet normally melts over the summer months, the speed and scale of this year’s melting surprised scientists, who described the phenomenon as “extraordinary.”

NASA said that nearly the entire ice cover of Greenland, from its thin, low-lying coastal edges to its centre, which is 3km (two miles) thick, experienced some degree of melting at its surface. “When we see melt in places that we haven’t seen before, even in a long period of time, it makes you sit up and ask what’s happening?” NASA chief scientist Waleed Abdalati said.

“It’s a big signal, the meaning of which we’re going to sort out for years to come,” he said that because this Greenland-wide melting has happened before they are not yet able to determine whether this is a natural but rare event, or if it has been sparked by man-made global warming. The first image shows Greenland’s ice sheet on 8 July, the second reveals the thawed area just four days later.— Internet

Scientists said they believed that much of Greenland’s ice was already freezing again. Until now, the most extensive melting seen by satellites in the past three decades was about 55% of the area. Ice last melted at Summit station in 1889, ice core records indicate.

The businesses which declined said they all supported the idea of an open internet, but had qualms about the code itself. Virgin Media suggested the circumstances under which traffic management practices could be deployed needed to be defined more strictly. “These principles remain open to misinterpretation and potential exploitation so, while we welcome the formation of a broad consensus to address future potential issues, we will be seeking greater clarity before we consider signing,” said a spokesman. Vodafone said it objected to the agreement because of the restrictions it would impose on the way it marketed some of its subscription packages up the plan, while Microsoft and the BBC were among those to praise its creation.

Virgin Media said the current code was “open to misinterpretation” and refused to sign up.— Internet

Scientists said they believed that much of Greenland’s ice was already freezing again. Until now, the most extensive melting seen by satellites in the past three decades was about 55% of the area. Ice last melted at Summit station in 1889, ice core records indicate.

The businesses which declined said they all supported the idea of an open internet, but had qualms about the code itself. Virgin Media suggested the circumstances under which traffic management practices could be deployed needed to be defined more strictly. “These principles remain open to misinterpretation and potential exploitation so, while we welcome the formation of a broad consensus to address future potential issues, we will be seeking greater clarity before we consider signing,” said a spokesman. Vodafone said it objected to the agreement because of the restrictions it would impose on the way it marketed some of its subscription packages up the plan, while Microsoft and the BBC were among those to praise its creation.
Health Tip: When lugging luggage
Before you pack your bags for your next trip, make sure you read up on how to prevent back pain from lugging luggage.
The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons offers these suggestions:
- Buy luggage with wheels and a handle that’s sturdy and lightweight.
- Don’t overpack, and use several small bags instead of stuffing everything into one heavy suitcase.
- Lift with your legs instead of your back, bending at the knees and holding the luggage close to your body.
- If possible, use both hands to carry luggage.
- If carrying a shoulder bag, make sure you switch sides often.

Japan’s exports slide in June hurt by global slowdown
“Exports remain sluggish and you can’t expect much from external demand to drive the Japanese economy in the latter half of this fiscal year,” said Yuasuo Yamamoto, a senior economist with Mizuho Research Institute. Mr. Yamamoto added that if the debt crisis in eurozone worsened and the US and Chinese economies slowed down further, the impact on Japan’s exports and economy may be even more pronounced. “I don’t think the Japanese economy is sliding back into recession, but that possibility cannot be totally ruled out.”

Hope for more effective TB treatment
Today, 25 July — Hopes of a new, more effective therapy for tuberculosis have been raised following the results of early trials. The study showed three drugs given in combination killed more than 99% of TB bacteria after two weeks of treatment. The therapy appeared to be equally effective on the drug-resistant form of the disease in the trials of 858 patients, a team from Melbourne University in South Africa reported. Larger studies are now taking place to further test the technique.

AT&T smartphone sales fall in 2Q, boosting net
New York, 25 July — AT&T Inc on Tuesday posted the best profitability ever in its wireless arm, paradoxically because it sold fewer smartphones. The largest telecommunications company in the US said its subscribers are now holding on to their phones longer. The rate of upgrades to new phones was at a record low in the second quarter. That’s good news for the company because it subsidizes each smartphone by hundreds of dollars to be able to sell it to customers for $99 or $199. iPhones, in particular, are expensive to sell, because Apple charges AT&T an average of around $650 for each one.

In March last year, AT&T started telling subscribers that they had to stay on contract for 20 months before they would be eligible for a new phone at the fully subsidized price. Before that, some high-paying customers had been eligible to upgrade their phones after just 12 months. “It appears our policy is working,” John Stephenson, AT&T’s chief financial officer, told analysts on a conference call. He said another big contributor to the low upgrade rate was that many people upgraded late last year, when the latest iPhone debuted. AT&T activated 5.1 million smartphones in its latest quarter, down from 5.5 million in the same period a year ago. That helped boost wireless operating income by 18 percent in the quarter, to $4.9 billion.

Analysts still expect AT&T’s profits to take a dive this fall, when the new iPhone comes out. In what’s become an annual ritual, buyers flood AT&T and Apple stores, and AT&T pays dearly for the privilege of having the nation’s most popular network for iPhones. The tighter upgrade policies don’t seem to be scaring off AT&T subscribers. They were more loyal than ever in the quarter, helping AT&T outdo analyst expectations by adding a net 320,000 subscribers on contract-based plans in the quarter.

Sunbed tanning kills 800 in Europe every year
Paris, 25 July — Sunbathers run a 20 percent higher risk than non-users of developing skin cancer, according to a report that blamed some 800 melanoma deaths in Europe every year on indoor tanning. About 3.8 million people every year use sunbeds. Of cutaneous melanoma diagnosed in 18 European countries, 23% are related to sunbed use — more than five percent, said a statement from the BMS medical journal. The risk doubled if tanners started before the age of 35. The findings were based on an analysis by researchers of 27 studies on skin cancer and sunbed use conducted between 1981 and 2012 in Britain, France, Germany and other countries. They found a “1.8 percent increase in risk for each additional sunbed session per year,” said the statement. “The authors believe that earlier studies have tended to underestimate the risk of indoor tanning because the use of these devices is relatively new.” The study authors from the International Prevention Research Institute in France and the European Institute of Oncology in Italy urged tougher regulation and restricting children’s access to tanning salons.
Discussions in Hluttaw should not include characteristics and behaviors of a person

Discussions about a proposal must be related with proposals under debate at the Hluttaw

Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker urges some representatives to strictly abide by Hluttaw laws and rules in making discussion

NAV Pyi Taw, 25 July—The 14th regular session of the Pyithu Hluttaw continued at Pyithu Hluttaw Hall of Hluttaw Complex, here, at 10 am today, attended by Speaker of Pyithu Hluttaw Thura U Shwe Mann and 406 Pyithu Hluttaw representatives.

In the section of holding proposal discussion, U Kha Mai Mon Kwm (a) U Kha Mai Tan of Samprubam Constituency, Daw Khin Saw Wai of Yathadaung Constituency, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi of Kawhmu Constituency, U Ohn Kyaw of Mahaaungmye Constituency, U Kyaw Thida of PyinOoLwin Constituency, U Min Thu of Ottathiri Township Constituency and U Shwe Maung (a) U Abdul Razak of Buthidaung Constituency discussed the proposal on promulgation of national races rights protection law submitted by U T Khun Myat of Kutkai Constituency.

In his discussion, U Kha Mai Mon Kwm (a) U Kha Mai Tan of Samprubam Constituency said that the State is responsible for safeguarding the rights of national races and ethnic and national cause. It is necessary to enact the law safeguarding nationalities’ rights. It is a good timing to enact the law safeguarding national races and allow the national races to enjoy the fundamental rights to make sure that they are not lagged behind in term of their social life and development while other sectors of the society are in movement.

In his discussion, Daw Khin Saw Wai of Yathadaung Constituency said that while implementing other sectors with added momentum, it is necessary to empower to the national races to enjoy fundamental rights to make sure that they are not lagged behind in term of their social life of the national races and development sector.

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi of Kawhmu Constituency discussed that the present constitution does not specifically define the word national races. The their discussions focus on rights of national races classified by the states they live. In Myanmar, states are suffering from much poverty. Generally, it is obvious that development of states is not satisfactory. Such a situation cannot be seen.

In his discussion, U Ohn Kyaw of Mahaaungmye Constituency participated in discussions. He said that the people stick to terrorism and it is original characteristic of the national races. While struggling in the colonial era during about 180 years, Bogyoke Aung San had come out as the national leader. Bogyoke Aung San had the capability to rally the entire nation, and people of the whole nation firmly believe that he was a great leader. Unfortunately, he fell during the period when the independence of the nation was almost regained. At the same time, the vacancy of leader emerged in the history longing for Bogyoke Aung San. After over 40 years, a leader who can be substituted in the place of Bogyoke Aung San came out. The person is Daw Aung San Suu Kyi from the Hluttaw. The entire people look Daw Aung San Suu Kyi as a clone of the national leader and representative of the national leader. It should utilize the icon of leader in peace process and development of the nation. At this opportune time, the President and Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, their hands in harmoniously establishing the new era for emergence of a genuine and developed democratic nation, he suggested.

In his discussion, U Kyaw Thida of PyinOoLwin Constituency expressed his thanks for concerned efforts of the Speaker of the Hluttaw and all Hluttaw representatives to enact the laws with the free participation of all national races in the discussions at the Hluttaw. If the national races sign the peace deal and the law is promulgated by implementing the proposal before 2015, he expressed his firm belief that the peace and modern developed nation will come out. U Min Thu of Ottathiri Township Constituency said that the discussions at the Hluttaw in which all the national races can participate should be held with provisions to grant and protect the rights of the national races so as to emerge a Union assembly in the future. The national race representatives in the Hluttaw cannot hold open discussions on rules and regulations as much as they can. He said that with regard to the rights of national races, it is necessary to enact a law on politically-demanded recognition such as self-administration and autonomy rights in addition to literature, culture and customs of national races in conformity with the Our Three Main National Causes which are three principles of the State. U Shwe Maung (a) U Abdul Razak of Buthidaung Constituency discussed that the present time is the time which the country is marching towards modern, developed, democratic nation in line with Constitution 2008. Such measures as such must be enacted to make sure that the Hluttaw is legislation and the second responsibility was to monitor responsible organizations and people to make sure their adherence to legislations and existing laws promulgated by the Hluttaw with check and balance system. Regarding the legislation of the Hluttaw, Hluttaw representatives had to discuss the bills submitted by Union level agencies and legitimatize them. In so doing, bills were published in newspapers to collect the opinions of the people, if a bill was to be submitted. Only then, would the participative process be wider. The nearest example is that members of Pyithu Hluttaw committees, Pyithu Hluttaw representatives including the Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker and officials of respective
Nay Pyi Taw, 25 July—Pyidaungsu Hluttaw regular session continued for sixth day at Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Hall in Hluttaw Complex here at 10.05 am today, attended by Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Speaker U Khin Aung Myint, Pyithu Hluttaw Speaker Thura U Shwe Mann and 612 Pyidaungsu Hluttaw representatives.

As there is no one to discuss important Commodity and Service Bill sent by the President with remarks, the bill was then approved.

U Min Swe of DaikU Constituency and U Soe Tha of Twantay Constituency discussed report on supplementary budget submitted by Public Accounts Committee on 23 July. They discussed that the period between 1 October and 30 October should be designated as the open season and supplementary budget could be requested in May. It would help prepare budget request for the next fiscal year. The farmers will get higher prices for their crops as they are in no rush to repay agricultural loans.

The report is decided to be reviewed by the committee, together with Hluttaw representatives, respective government representatives.

U Aung Thein Lin of South Okkalapa Constituency, U Myint Thein of Magway Constituency, U Khaiang Maung Yi of Ahlon Constituency, U Min Thu of Ottarathiri Constituency, U Min Swe of DaikU Constituency, U Khain Maung Nyo of Pauk Constituency, U Hla Swe of Magway Region Constituency (12), U Tin Mya of Sagaing Region Constituency (7), Daw Khin Waing Kyi of Yangon Region Constituency (1), U Sein Win of Maubin Constituency, U Kyaw Myint of Myanmaung Constituency and U Sai Thika Kyaw of Mongayi Constituency seconded the proposal submitted by U Tin Htet of Zalun Constituency on “doing justice in confiscation of farmlands not to harm farmers”.

They discussed that the government should acquire the approval of the people through sympathy towards the farmers who constitute majority of the population as there are unfair confiscations of farmlands with no appropriate compensations granted, excessive confiscations and transfers.

The issue should be handled fairly to ease socio-economic difficulties and improve hard earned lives of farmers.

The approval of the Hluttaw will be sought on 26 July to form investigation commission to ease sufferings of farmers by farmland acquisition.

The seventh day session will be held on 26 July.

The Hluttaw session concluded at noon today and will continue for 15th day on 26 July.—MNA

Pyidaungsu Hluttaw regular session continues for sixth day

One bill approved, one report and one proposal discussed

Discussions in Hluttaw should not include...

(from page 6)

organizations heard concerns of people regarding the foreign investment law which had been first discussed at Amyotha Hluttaw that it could undermine the interests of the country at MCT Hall in Yangon. The bill is being discussed at the Pyithu Hluttaw as it requested to return the bill from the Amyotha Hluttaw. It is discussed again at the Hluttaw because the desire of the people is the interests of the country and citizens. New Hluttaw representatives and all Hluttaw representatives are informed that legislation is being carried out by Pyithu Hluttaw representatives and Pyidaungsu Hluttaw representatives, considering public sentiments. Further clarification needs to be made as regards legislation by national race representatives, instead of the Hluttaw. Representatives from 330 townships and Defence Services Personnel form the Pyithu Hluttaw. Pyithu Hluttaw representatives represent the people of each region and across the whole country. The Hluttaw representatives must be accountable to the people of each region to accomplish duties of the Hluttaw. A considerable amount of time may need to carry out legislation and some laws need to be amended. The Hluttaw representatives must strive to perform legislative duties with the mindset to revamp the existing laws. The newly sworn-in Pyithu Hluttaw representatives are urged to work in cooperation with the experienced lawmakers.

U Win Myint of Pathine Constituency submitted a proposal to declare movable and immovable assets and interests of persons assigned to Union government members, Region or State government members for emergency of Good Governance and Clean Government. U Pe Than of Myebon Constituency seconded the proposal.

The Hluttaw representatives who are willing to discuss the proposal are to submit their name list not later than 1 am on 26 July as the Hluttaw agreed to discuss the bill.

Cultivation of Palethwe paddy hybrid demonstrated

Kyaingon, 25 July—A demonstration on cultivation of Palethwe paddy hybrid strains was held on five acres of farmland of farmer U Myint Ohn in Myeetaung Village-tract of Kyaylpaw Township of Pathine District on 18 July morning.

At first, Township Administrator U Than Sein gave a speech, and Deputy Director of Ayeyawady Region Agriculture Department U Myint Thein explained use of 14-point good agriculture pattern. The demonstration was attended by Head of Township Agriculture Department U Hla Mya Nwe and staff, members of agricultural promotion committee and local farmers of village-tracts.—Myanma Alinn

Ferry transports travellers across Sittoung River by rope

Yedashte, 25 July—The local people residing along Sittoung Basin from the north to the south use a temporary bridge across Sittoung River in summer from the east to the west.

In the rainy season, the local people pass across the river by motorboat or ordinary boat. Some of them pass the river by holding the rope from one bank to another. Such system can be seen at Yesin Jetty near Huawbin Village of Yedashe Township.—Kyemon

Books donated to village library in Labutta

Labutta, 25 July—A ceremony to donate books and publications to Lin Yang Chi Library was held in Latachaua Village in Myitpaung Village-tract in Labutta Township on 8 July morning.

On the occasion, Township Administrator U Bo Bo Min Thaik made a speech. Staff Officer of District Information and Public Relations Department Daw Sanda Kyi explained durability of library.
President
U Thein Sein
receives ...
(from page 1)
The Thai Prime Minister introduced her welcoming party to the President.
The President also presented his entourage to the Thai Prime Minister and the welcoming ceremony concluded.
The President met with foreign ambassadors to Thailand who attended the welcoming ceremony at Purple Hall of Thai Koo Fah Building in State Guesthouse.
Also present at the welcoming ceremony were Union Ministers U Wunna Maung Lwin, U Myint Hlaing, U Tin Naing Thein, U Aung Kyi, U Than Htun and U Win Myint, Chief Ministers U Zaw Min and U Myat Ko, Adjutant-General Lt-Gen Khin Zaw Oo, Deputy Ministers U Myo Aung, Thura U Thaung Lwin and Dr Win Myint, Myanmar Ambassador to Thailand U Tin Win and departmental heads.
The Deputy Prime Minister of Thailand, Foreign Affairs Minister, high ranking officials and Thai ambassador were also present at the welcoming ceremony.
After welcoming ceremony, the President signed the visitors’ book at Outer Ivory Hall in Thai Koo Fah Building of State Guesthouse.
President U Thein Sein met with Thai Prime Minister Ms Yingluck Shinawatra at Inner Ivory Room.
Together with President U Thein Sein, the Union minister for Foreign Affairs and the Myanmar ambassador to Thailand attended the meeting.

President U Thein Sein and Thai Prime Minister Ms Yingluck Shinawatra take salute from the Guard of Honour.—MNA

President U Thein Sein and Thai Prime Minister Ms Yingluck Shinawatra inspect the Guard of Honour.—MNA

President U Thein Sein introduces his entourage to Thai Prime Minister Ms Yingluck Shinawatra.—MNA

President U Thein Sein attends luncheon hosted by Thai Minister of Industry and Chairman of Board of Investment Mr Pongsawat Sawasdijwat at Le Nirmalnd Hall of Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Bangkok.—MNA

President U Thein Sein attends luncheon hosted by Thai Minister of Industry and Chairman of Board of Investment Mr Pongsawat Sawasdijwat at Le Nirmalnd Hall of Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Bangkok.

Nay Pyi Taw, 25 July—President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar U Thein Sein enjoyed a luncheon hosted by Thai Minister of Industry and Chairman of Board of Investment Mr Pongsawat Sawasdijwat at Le Nirmalnd Hall of Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Thailand at noon of 22 July.
Also present at the luncheon were Union Ministers, Chief Ministers of Kayin State and Taninthayi Region, the Adjutant-General, deputy ministers and departmental heads.
Thai investment invited in rubber, oil palm and other commercial...

(from page 1)

departmental heads. The Thai PM was accompanied by Deputy Prime Minister and Interior Minister Mr Yongyuth Wichaidej, Deputy Prime Minister General Yuthasak Sasiprapha, the head of political advisory group to the prime minister, ministers, the Thai Ambassador to Myanmar and senior officials.

The Thai PM expressed thanks for Myanmar President’s visit to Thailand at the invitation of Thai government, adding that the 65th anniversary of the establishment of Myanmar-Thailand diplomatic ties would be celebrated in Thailand on a grand scale coming year.

The President thanked the Thai PM and government for invitation to visit Thailand, warm welcome and kind hospitality, expressing his belief that the visit would further cement the existing bond and promote mutually-beneficial cooperation.

Thailand was the second largest investor in Myanmar in terms of trade, investment and economic cooperation, said the President noting that Thailand had invested over 9 billion USD till 30th April, 2012, accounting for 23.32 per cent of total foreign investment in Myanmar.

The bilateral trade volume reached 4515.0 million USD in 2011-2012 fiscal year, 24.9 per cent up in comparison with last year, as a sign of increase in trade relations.

The President remarked that signing of MoU between the two countries on establishment of Dawei Special Economic Zone would bring about closer bilateral economic cooperation in addition to better economic performance and increased job opportunities for the countries and peoples in Greater Mekong Subregion. Thus, it must be pushed forward for urgent implementation of the economic zone, urged the President.

Along with the increasing stability along Myanmar-Thai border, it needed to create jobs for people residing in border regions to guarantee their socio-economic life. So, the Myanmar government would open more border trade camps, more border industrial zones and establish commercial-scale plantations and production industries along the border, revealed the President who proposed for officially opening of border trade camps in Htiky and other accessible places along Myanmar-Thai border.

The President expressed his interest in establishment of border industrial zone in Htiky and Myawady-Thingan Nyunung, proposing further coordination for purchase of electric power from Thailand and Thai entrepreneurs’ investment in those projects.

The President invited Thai investments in rubber, oil palm and other commercial plantations to be established for development of and job creation in regions sharing border with Thailand.

The President noted that about 2 million of Myanmar workers were working in Thailand and MoU on cooperation in labour affairs was signed in 2003. The Thai government had allowed five document issuance teams from Myanmar to undertake related works in Thailand, achieving some success.

The President thanked the Thai government for its decision to extend the expiring validity of work permit of Myanmar workers till December this year.

However, there was still remained a considerable number of illegal Myanmar workers in Thailand who were reported to be sent back to border after December.

The President tabled his point of view that the two neighbours should cooperate in line with international procedures for legalizing Myanmar migrant workers.

The President invited the Thai government for promoting of border region tourism and in search of tourism market.

Myanmar was rich in such renewable energy as wind, solar power, thermal power, and bio power, said the President inviting investment for working in partnership with Myanmar companies for utilization of such renewable power wide and far.

As to foreign relations, pressure from foreign countries had declined following the internal political stability and progressive reform process. The government has been more open to foreign countries and international organizations. However, there still remained sanctions, for example, extension of sanction against Myanmar by US Congress. But anyway, the incumbent government had released its grip over the businesses in country, guaranteeing no threats to foreign investment.

The President extended thanks to the personnel concerned for arranging visit to Laem Chabang deep sea port which was established with foreign investment in his tour of Thailand, commenting it as good experience for Myanmar.

The President again expressed his thanks to the Thai Prime Minister and personnel concerned for all the hearty convenient arrangement and hospitality in his goodwill visit.

The President wished better-than-now health for the Thai King on behalf of Myanmar people and well-being of the Thai PM, the cabinet and the people and sustainable economic prosperity of Thailand.

The Thai Prime Minister confirmed that the Thai government would push forward for earliest completion of Dawei Deep Sea Port Project for it would be the biggest deep sea port in region.

The Thai PM added that she would convey the Myanmar President’s wish for Thai King to the royal palace.

The two nations could hold joint commission under the leadership of foreign ministers in Phuket in 2008, said the Thai PM who proposed for the net meeting in open internal.

The Thai PM expressed special thanks for successful sea port joint commission and the two neighbours in labour issue, anti-human trafficking campaign, and fight against illicit drugs. (See page 10)
Thai investment invited in rubber, oil palm and other commercial...
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The Thai PM proposed for establishment of border gate in for bilateral trade on the route to Nay Pyi Taw from Pha Bong, Mae Hong Song the opposite bank of Pha Wat, Chiang Mai of Thailand.

JTC meeting would be held soon at which the proposals for border region development of the two countries could be discussed, said the Thai PM.

The Thai Prime Minister said that Thailand had formed Thai-Myanmar Friendship Association for promotion of existing bilateral economic cooperation, proposing the Myanmar side to found similar association.

The Thai Prime Minister said that Thailand in cooperating with Myanmar in its economic reforms would focus on four points mentioned under—(1) to cooperate with Myanmar in its infrastructural development.

In discussion with the Myanmar President for Dawei Region Special Economic Zone project, the two nations had agreed to form ministerial-level work committees which had now been formed. The Thai PM proposed for the meeting of two work committees in August for further coordination with regard to the project.

The Thai Prime Minister expressed her pleasure to share Thailand’s experience in taking ASEAN chair with Myanmar, promising to cooperate with the latter in XXVII SEA Games in 2013. The Thai Prime Minister recommended formation of rice association for taking actions ahead possible scenario of rice market as both countries were rice exporters.

The Thai Prime Minister asked Myanmar side to assist in signing MoU between Stock Exchange of Thailand and the Central Bank of Myanmar for investment of Thai businessmen and corporate companies in Myanmar’s capital market.

The Thai Prime Minister reiterated the Thai government policy of not allowing any organization opposing Myanmar government taking stronghold on the soil of Thailand.

The Thai Prime Minister revealed Thailand’s readiness to assist refugees along the border in returning their homeland.

The Thai Prime Minister suggested coordination between ministries concerned of the two countries for issuance of visas for Myanmar migrant workers without restrictions, allowing Myanmar migrant workers enter by air, and the issues of cross-border workers from the other side.

The Thai Prime Minister guaranteed the same salary for Myanmar migrant workers equal to Thai workers. She expressed her thanks to the Myanmar President and ministers for their goodwill visit to Thailand.

The Myanmar President extended his special thanks to acknowledgement and support of Thai government for political and economic reforms of Myanmar, adding that Myanmar would arrange for joint commission on bilateral cooperation and promotion of cooperation along the border for fight against illicit drugs.

The Myanmar President suggested step-by-step implementation of Dawei special economic zone projects under sector-wise coordination.

The Myanmar President said the Myanmar government was speeding up its peace negotiations with national race armed groups. He added that although ceasefire agreement had been reached, it was still making political discussions with them and thus border trade camps were planned to open where there was no threats to security.

The President confirmed to the reconstitute the existing Myanmar-Thai Friendship Association for better functions. He thanked Thai side for its willingness for economic cooperation with Myanmar based on four points.

The President thanked Thai for its willingness for economic cooperation with Myanmar and promised to do everything possible.

The President expressed his commitment to implement the facts in MoU and joint statement made during his Thailand tour, thanking delegates from Thai side at the discussion.

After the discussion, agreements were signed. In the presence of the two State leaders, Union Minister for Foreign Affairs U Wunna Maung Lwin and Thai Foreign Affairs Minister Mr Surapong Tohitchakul signed MoU on comprehensive development in Dawei Special Economic Zone and related regions and on cooperation for development in Myanmar between Myanmar government and Thai cabinet, Union Minister for Energy U Than Htay and Thai Energy Minister Mr Arak Chanthanon signed the joint declaration in establishment of energy forum and exchanged the documents.

The President, the Thai Prime Minister and those present posed for documentary photo.

The two State leaders then gave joint press conference at Purple Hall, briefing Myanmar’s President to Thailand and promotion of bilateral cooperation.—MNA

Myanmar and Malaysian businessmen to meet on 8 August

YANGON, 25 July—Malaysian businessmen led by The Malaysia External Trade Development Corporation (MATRADE) and the Republic of the Union of Myanmar Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (UMFCCI) will hold a meeting for cooperation in transport sectors in Myanmar at Ball Room in Parkroyal Hotel at 8.30 am on 8 August.

Myanmar businessmen may attend the meeting and enlist at UMFCCI Head Office, Ph from 012/14344 to 214349(Ext;122/177) not later than 30 July.—MNA

Photo shows Laem Chabang Port in Chonburi Province of Thailand.(news on page 16)—MNA
President U Thein Sein arrives at Bangkok of Thailand

Nav Pyi Taw, 25 July—President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar U Thein Sein arrived on May 25, accompanied by delegation members with special aircraft at 7 a.m. and arrived in Don Muang Airport of Thailand at 11 a.m. local standard time.

Deputy Head of Protocol Department of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Thailand Mr Komate Kamalgnavin and Myanmar Ambassador U Tin Win welcomed President U Thein Sein and delegation members Union Minister for Foreign Affairs U Aung Myint, Union Minister for Agriculture and Irrigation U Myint Hlaing, Union Minister for National Planning and Economic Development U Tin Naing Thein, Union Minister for Labour and Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement U Aung Kyi, Union Minister for Energy U Than Htay, Union Minister for Commerce U Win Myint, Kayin State Chief Minister U Zaw Min, Chief Minister of Taninthayi Region U Myat Ko, Adjutant-General Lt-Gen Khin Zaw Oo of the Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Office, Deputy Minister for Industry U Myo Aung, Deputy Minister for Rail Transportation Thura U Thaung Lwin, Deputy Minister for Health Dr Win Myint, departmental heads, special attaches and military attaches from office.

Later, the President and party arrived at Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Bangkok by car.

Amyotha Hluttaw regular session continues for 14th day

Five questions answered, one bill approved

Nav Pyi Taw, 25 July—Amyotha Hluttaw regular session continued for 14th day at Amyotha Hluttaw Complex here this morning, attended by Amyotha Hluttaw Speaker U Khin Aye Myint and 307 Amyotha Hluttaw representatives.

Five questions were raised and answered and one health bill was approved.

Deputy Minister for Construction U Soe Tint answered questions of 5 Hluttaw representatives.

Regarding the question raised by U Nyo San of Rakhine State Constituency (11) on “whether there is plan to resume construction of new Anchaung (lower village) bridge in Rakhine State”, the deputy minister answered that the construction project started since 15-12-2010 has been completed by 76 percent. As K700 million fund was allotted to the project in 2012-2013 fiscal year, the lower structure of the bridge has been completed. The construction is not paused, but is awaited for 25 steel beams from Myanmar Economic Corporation. The bridge construction is scheduled to complete in this fiscal year. The repair of the old bridge is being carried out to maintain regular road transportation.

Regarding the question raised by U Thet Lin of Ayeyawady Region Constituency (8) on “whether there is plan to upgrade Haunglaun-Mahin motor road from gravel road to tarred one”, the deputy minister answered that Nammyitky bridge, Pambwekka bridge and Khawanwka bridge on Myikkyin-Bhamo road and a bridge on Waingmaw-Haadon-Kanpaki road, out of six exploded bridges, have been repaired. Coordination with Kachin State government is being made to repair Spectrum Bridge on Waingmaung-Haadon-Kanpaki road. The group of Japanese is making feasibility study of the construction of Hinthada bridge. The construction will be carried out, depending on the situation of the State budget. There is no plan currently to carry out the construction.

Regarding the question raised by U Ham Sai of Kayin State Constituency (2) on “whether there is plan to upgrade Haunglaun-Mahin motor road from gravel road to tarred one”, the deputy minister answered that Nammyitky bridge, Pambwekka bridge and Khawanwka bridge on Myikkyin-Bhamo road and a bridge on Waingmaw-Haadon-Kanpaki road, out of six exploded bridges, have been repaired. Coordination with Kachin State government is being made to repair Spectrum Bridge on Waingmaung-Haadon-Kanpaki road. The group of Japanese is making feasibility study of the construction of Hinthada bridge. The construction will be carried out, depending on the situation of the State budget. There is no plan currently to carry out the construction.

Regarding the question raised by U Nu Kyaw Hlaing of Ayeyawady Region Constituency (4) on “how the construction project of Hinthada-Tharawaw Ayeyawady river crossing bridge which could contribute to transportation and trade”, the deputy minister answered that a Japanese team is making feasibility study for the construction of Hinthada bridge. The construction will be carried out, depending on the situation of the State budget. There is no plan currently to carry out the construction.

Member of Bill Committee U Sai Paung Nap reads report.—MNA

Amyotha Hluttaw Representative U Thet Lin of Ayeyawady Region Constituency No (8) rating question.—MNA

Myanmar to host  International Marathon

YANGON, 25 July—In a ceremony in Yangon, Yoma Strategic Holdings signed on as title sponsor of Myanmar’s first international marathon after the country’s many years of absence from the sport.

About 1000 participants, including both locals and foreigners, are expected to take part in this historic event on 27 January 2013. They will have the option of running one of three race distances: the featured race, a 42km marathon, or two shorter races, a 10km run and a 3km run.

The races will begin and end at People’s Park, situated one block from one of Yangon’s most iconic and picturesque landmarks, the Shwedagon Pagoda.

“The Yoma Yangon International Marathon will be an historic event for both Yangon and Myanmar, as the country re-establishes its international sporting credentials. The marathon will allow participants to enjoy some of the best of what our city has to offer—not only the sights and sounds off the main roads, but also the city’s lakes, scenic bridges and historic monuments,” says David Shin, representingYoma Strategic Holdings, one of the nine organizers.

Speaking at the official event announcement launch yesterday at FMI Centre in Central Yangon, Yoma Strategic Holdings Chairman Serge Pun was quick to express his appreciation to local authorities in the Yangon government:

“We appreciate the support of the Government of Yangon for this, the inaugural Yoma Yangon International Marathon, and look forward to continuing the relationship next year and into the future.”

The race is a charity event with all proceeds from race entries to be donated to various charitable projects in Myanmar.

“The Government of Yangon is proud to support the Yoma Yangon International Marathon,” said a spokesperson for the Yangon City Development Committee, “Hosting an international sporting event is an opportunity to showcase Myanmar’s latest developments to the world while bringing about a welcome boost to the local economy. We look forward to hosting the world’s marathon runners in Yangon.”

Entry to the three distance races is priced from US$22 to US$44 and can be made through the official event website: http://www.yangonmarathon.com.

A corporate/Team Challenge Entry is also available and prizes will be awarded for:

-Largest Team Award: The largest team entry from any one group
-42km Winning Team Award: A minimum of three from each team must complete the marathon course and the fastest combined time wins
-10km Winning Team Award: A minimum of five from each team must complete the 10km course and the fastest combined time wins.—NLM

Amyotha Hluttaw Speaker U Khin Aye Myint welcomed President U Thein Sein being welcomed by officials at Don Mong Airport of Thailand.—MNA

President U Thein Sein being welcomed by officials at Don Mong Airport of Thailand.—MNA
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Apple’s reports lower-than-expected rise in Q3 profits

New York, 25 July — Apple made a net profit of $8.8bn in the three months ending in June, up 21% from a year earlier, but lower than forecasts. The consumer gadget and computer maker reported $53bn in sales, up from $52.8bn in 2011. But sales of its iPod digital music player fell 10% while Mac computer sales flattened, up just 2%. It will pay shareholder a dividend of $2.50 per share on 16 August.

Apple — the world’s most valuable company — sold 26m iPhones. That is a rise of 28% but lower growth than many analysts expected. The forecast for Q4, contrast, sales of Apple’s tablet computer, the iPad, rose 64% from the same period last year. “We’re thrilled with record sales of 17 million iPads in the June quarter,” said Apple’s chief executive Tim Cook.

But, David Rolfe of Woodadad Partners said: “What is key is the mixture between iPhone and iPad, the iPhone has higher margins. iPhone sales were lower than expected — meaningfully lower — and that translated into a big hit on the bottom line.” Analysts had forecast third quarter revenue of $37.2bn, according to a Thomson Reuters poll. Apple’s forecast for sales in the fourth quarter — the three months ending in September — was still lower at $34bn, which disappointed investors. Apple shares fell nearly 5% in after hours trading. Like many US companies, the strength of the US dollar against the euro and other currencies makes US-made goods more expensive overseas. Added to that is the impact of higher shipping costs.

The combination of Samsung’s big roll-outs and suddenly weakening European consumer demand in June created some issues,” said Tero Kuitunen of Alekstra. Apple is to be launching the iPhone 5 later this year. The US-led US-led Climate and Clean Air initiative, bringing the total of members to about 20 since the plan was launched in February. “We’ve also just updated the entire MacBook line, will release Mountain Lion [its new operating system, on Wednesday] and will be launching iOS 6 this fall. We are also looking forward to the amazing new products we’ve got in the pipeline,” said Mr Cook.

CLAIMS DAY NOTICE

MV AMITY VOY NO (1201)
Consignees of cargo carried on MV AMITY VOY NO (1201) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 26.7.2012 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.I.T.T where it will lie at the consigne’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

CLAIMS DAY NOTICE

MV WEST SCENT VOY NO (004)
Consignees of cargo carried on MV WEST SCENT VOY NO (004) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 26.7.2012 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of A.W.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

Cut air pollution, buy time to slow climate change

Oso, 25 July — Cutting soot and other air pollutants could be "buying time" in the fight against climate change, a senior US official said on Tuesday as seven nations joined a Washington-led plan. Air pollution, from sources ranging from wood-fuel cooking stoves in Africa to cars in Europe, may be responsible for up to six million deaths a year worldwide and is also contributing to global warming, the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) said.

Seven countries — Britain, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy and Japan — formally joined the US-led Climate and Clean Air Initiative, bringing the total of members to about 20 since the plan was launched in February. "If we are able to do this, we could really buy time in the context of the global problem to combat climate change," Jonathan Pershing, US deputy special envoy for climate change, told a telephonic news briefing from Paris.

Pershing said that time was not only needed to slow global warming. Unlike other developed nations, the United States has not passed laws to cut greenhouse gas emissions despite proposed cuts by President Barack Obama. Pershing said that Washington was in talks for fighting climate change. "If we are able to do this, we could really buy time in the context of the global problem to combat climate change," Jonathan Pershing, US deputy special envoy for climate change, told a telephonic news briefing from Paris.

Pershing said that time was not only needed to slow global warming. Unlike other developed nations, the United States has not passed laws to cut greenhouse gas emissions despite proposed cuts by President Barack Obama. Pershing said that Washington was in talks for fighting climate change. "If we are able to do this, we could really buy time in the context of the global problem to combat climate change," Jonathan Pershing, US deputy special envoy for climate change, told a telephonic news briefing from Paris.

Pershing said that time was not only needed to slow global warming. Unlike other developed nations, the United States has not passed laws to cut greenhouse gas emissions despite proposed cuts by President Barack Obama. Pershing said that Washington was in talks for fighting climate change. "If we are able to do this, we could really buy time in the context of the global problem to combat climate change," Jonathan Pershing, US deputy special envoy for climate change, told a telephonic news briefing from Paris.

Pershing said that time was not only needed to slow global warming. Unlike other developed nations, the United States has not passed laws to cut greenhouse gas emissions despite proposed cuts by President Barack Obama. Pershing said that Washington was in talks for fighting climate change. "If we are able to do this, we could really buy time in the context of the global problem to combat climate change," Jonathan Pershing, US deputy special envoy for climate change, told a telephonic news briefing from Paris.

Pershing said that time was not only needed to slow global warming. Unlike other developed nations, the United States has not passed laws to cut greenhouse gas emissions despite proposed cuts by President Barack Obama. Pershing said that Washington was in talks for fighting climate change. "If we are able to do this, we could really buy time in the context of the global problem to combat climate change," Jonathan Pershing, US deputy special envoy for climate change, told a telephonic news briefing from Paris.
Knitters to cover airplane weathervane

Knitters in Canada say they are banding together to cover a DC-3 aircraft converted to use as a weather vane with knitted yarn next month. Jessica Velenga, one of the organizers of the “yarn-bombing” project in Whitehorse, Yukon, said knitters across North America have made donations toward the cause of covering the Erik Nielsen Whitehorse International Airport weather vane, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp reported on 23 July.

“A lot of local knitters have participated,” she said. “We’ve had donations from Ottawa, Toronto, Huntsville, Texas, Ohio, lots of different places.”

“We had a great donation from a young lady who’s 11 years old and she wanted to donate a little bit to the yarn bomb. She decided to help us meet our world record and we also had a lovely box of goods come from the National Arts Center,” Velenga said.

She said the attempt to create the world’s largest airplane cozy is scheduled for 11 August.

Stolen pig statue found damaged

A damaged Willy the Pig.

A New Jersey lifeguard said the engagement ring his wife lost on the beach was brought to him while he was on duty about two weeks later.

Mike Booth, a lifeguard at a beach in Margate, said his wife lost her wedding and engagement rings at the beach July 6 and was unable to find them despite a volunteer search party, the Press of Atlantic City, NJ, reported on 23 July.

However, Don Spivack, 74, said he was at the beach on 24 July when he saw the engagement ring glinting in the sand.

Heremembered his wife and two daughters told him about how they helped search for the missing rings so he brought the item to the lifeguard post, where Booth was on duty.

“I couldn’t believe it,” Booth said. “The wedding band is still missing but certainly if I had to find one, I’m glad we found the engagement ring.”

He said the ring cost him the equivalent of several paychecks. He said he used his phone to send a picture of the found ring to his wife.

“She’s going to wake up to a happy picture,” he said. “I thought it was gone for good and I’m just happy and thankful that someone’s honest with that.”

Russell Crowe to direct feature film

He will direct a biopic on late comedy legend Bill Hicks.

The 48-year-old was originally in talks to play the lead role in the project, but will now step behind the camera to work together on a “yarn-bombing” project.

“Bill Hicks’ life is tragically short, but spectacularly interesting. The screenplay has gone through a number of drafts and we’ll go into production early next year,” said Staufer. “It is a huge role for someone, made all the more special, or downright scary, by the fact the director is an Oscar-winning actor like Russell,” he said.

Hicks lost his battle with pancreatic cancer in 1994. He was 32.

The project won’t be Crowe’s first directorial challenge. He has previously shot short films and his singer wife Danielle Spencer’s music videos. — Internet

Robert Pattinson denies marriage rumours

Actor Robert Pattinson has denied reports of a secret wedding with actress girlfriend Kristen Stewart.

The couple have been in a long-term relationship since meeting each other on the set of the “Twilight Saga” films, and recent reports have indicated that they are in a live-in.

“There was a magazine, with these pictures, saying I was getting married. No one even knows what is true or what isn’t,” contactmusic.com quoted Pattinson, 26, as saying.

“Even my own mum called to ask me if it was true. It’s not. At least, not yet. But it is true that Kristen has always done something to me that others haven’t I,” he added.— Internet

It’s love in Greece for Gaga!

Singer Lady Gaga has reportedly found a new love interest in Greece.

The 26-year-old singer, who is busy getting her 10 million pounds-worth palace in Crete, has found an inclination towards a restaurant owner named Giovanni, reports dailystar.co.uk. “Gaga is very taken with Giovanni. He is a fast-talking Romeo with his own business, and she can’t seem to keep away from him. They got to know each other when she started eating in his restaurant on a regular basis,” said a source.

The businesswoman is also teaching the singer Greek language and all Greek customs.

“He’s teaching her the language and all Greek customs. She’ll definitely need to know them when her luxury pad is finished in Crete,” the source said.— Internet

Stone breaks down on stage

Actress Sharon Stone was overwhelmed with emotions during a speech at the charity aids event and was filled with tears on stage.

The 54-year-old was on stage while presenting the Award of Courage to computer tycoon Bill Gates at the American Foundation for Aids Research (AMFAR) gala in Washington, DC.

She also appreciated Gates for his donation of almost USD 2.5 billion to various aids organizations across the world, reports contactmusic.com.

“People will continue to live because of you,” Stone said.— Internet

Russell Brand feels responsibility towards Perry

Comedian Russell Brand feels a responsibility towards ex-wife Katy Perry and says he will always have feelings for the singer.

“It was right for as long as it was right and now it’s right that we are not together. I feel a responsibility to her. She’s living in Hollywood and I don’t want her to read things that make her think I have anything other than love for her. Because I don’t want her to be hurt,” contactmusic.com quoted Brand.

Brand married Perry October 2010 after dating for just a year and admits marriage is hard and takes a lot of work.

“It is really hard to be married to someone. So really the fact is, this is a person I love and I don’t want to hurt her,” he said.— Internet

Ben Stiller to reunite with Jonah Hill for new comedy

Actors Ben Stiller and Jonah Hill, who are currently seen together in “The Watch”, are set to star in new comedy “Aloha”.

Hill came up with the idea for “Aloha” and it was developed by the pair and producer Shawn Levy on the set of “The Watch”.

Screenwriter Nicholas Stoller, who directed Jonah in “Forgetting Sarah Marshall” and “Get Him to the Greek”, is in negotiations to pen the script, reports contactmusic.com.
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Missing ring found at beach

Whitmore Lake, WDIV-TV, Detroit, reported on 23 July.

Police said the base of the Willy the Pig sculpture, which was taken from the Downtown Development Authority for two years.

Photo: Stolen pig statue found damaged
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It’s love in Greece for Gaga!

Singer Lady Gaga has reportedly found a new love interest in Greece.

The 26-year-old singer, who is busy getting her 10 million pounds-worth palace in Crete, has found an inclination towards a restaurant owner named Giovanni, reports dailystar.co.uk. “Gaga is very taken with Giovanni. He is a fast-talking Romeo with his own business, and she can’t seem to keep away from him. They got to know each other when she started eating in his restaurant on a regular basis,” said a source.

The businesswoman is also teaching the singer Greek language and all Greek customs.

“He’s teaching her the language and all Greek customs. She’ll definitely need to know them when her luxury pad is finished in Crete,” the source said.— Internet

Stone breaks down on stage

Actress Sharon Stone was overwhelmed with emotions during a speech at the charity aids event and was filled with tears on stage.

The 54-year-old was on stage while presenting the Award of Courage to computer tycoon Bill Gates at the American Foundation for Aids Research (AMFAR) gala in Washington, DC.

She also appreciated Gates for his donation of almost USD 2.5 billion to various aids organizations across the world, reports contactmusic.com.

“People will continue to live because of you,” Stone said.— Internet

Russell Brand feels responsibility towards Perry

Comedian Russell Brand feels a responsibility towards ex-wife Katy Perry and says he will always have feelings for the singer.

“It was right for as long as it was right and now it’s right that we are not together. I feel a responsibility to her. She’s living in Hollywood and I don’t want her to read things that make her think I have anything other than love for her. Because I don’t want her to be hurt,” contactmusic.com quoted Brand.

Brand married Perry October 2010 after dating for just a year and admits marriage is hard and takes a lot of work.

“It is really hard to be married to someone. So really the fact is, this is a person I love and I don’t want to hurt her,” he said.— Internet

Ben Stiller to reunite with Jonah Hill for new comedy

Actors Ben Stiller and Jonah Hill, who are currently seen together in “The Watch”, are set to star in new comedy “Aloha”.

Hill came up with the idea for “Aloha” and it was developed by the pair and producer Shawn Levy on the set of “The Watch”.

Screenwriter Nicholas Stoller, who directed Jonah in “Forgetting Sarah Marshall” and “Get Him to the Greek”, is in negotiations to pen the script, reports contactmusic.com.
Arsenal’s Laurent Koscielny scored a goal against AC Milan during their Champions League last 16 second leg soccer match at the Emirates Stadium in London on 6 March, 2012.— Reuters

France’s Koscielny seals long-term contract with Arsenal

London, 25 July — French international Laurent Koscielny has signed a new long-term contract with Arsenal, the Premier League club announced on Tuesday. The 26-year-old has become a defensive mainstay for manager Arsene Wenger and strong performances in the English top-flight earned him four caps for France including a trip to Euro 2012. “Laurent has been outstanding for us over the last two seasons,” Wenger told the club’s website (www.arsenal.com). “When you consider that until 2009 he was playing in Ligue 2 in France and that he is now performing at the very top level in the Premier League and for his country, the development that he has shown has been absolutely exceptional.” Laurent is a to-class player and I am very pleased he has decided to commit his future to the club Koscielny ensured Arsenal gained qualification into the 2012/13 Champions League when he scored the winner in the last game of the season,” Wenger told the club’s website (www.arsenal.com). Koscielny has signed a new long-term contract with Arsenal, the centre-back joined had a fantastic time here and look forward to an exciting development that he has shown has been absolutely top level in the Premier League and for his country, the Ligue 2 in France and that he is now performing at the very top level in the Premier League and for his country, the development that he has shown has been absolutely exceptional. “Laurent is a top-class player and I am very pleased he has decided to commit his future to the club Koscielny ensured Arsenal gained qualification into the 2012/13 Champions League when he scored the winner in the last game of the season,” Wenger told the club’s website (www.arsenal.com). “When you consider that until 2009 he was playing in Ligue 2 in France and that he is now performing at the very top level in the Premier League and for his country, the development that he has shown has been absolutely exceptional.”

Arsene Wenger and strong performances in the English top-flight earned him four caps for France including a trip to Euro 2012. “Laurent has been outstanding for us over the last two seasons,” Wenger told the club’s website (www.arsenal.com). “When you consider that until 2009 he was playing in Ligue 2 in France and that he is now performing at the very top level in the Premier League and for his country, the development that he has shown has been absolutely exceptional.”

Reuters

Brazil’s goalkeeper out of London Olympic Games with injury

London, 25 July — Brazil’s goalkeeper Rafael Cabral has been withdrawn from their Olympic Games squad with an injury to his right elbow, the Brazilian Football Confederation (CBF) reported on Tuesday. A scan showed the Santos keeper’s elbow was badly bruised during practice on Monday and he would not recover in time to take part in the men’s soccer tournament at the London Olympic Games, team doctor Jose Luis Santos said. "We had to take the decision to withdraw Rafael from the squad because he is not recovering in time," the doctor told reporters. "It is a big blow but we have to concentrate on the remaining players."

Favourites Brazil kick off against Egypt in Group C on Thursday.

Reuters

Williams sisters and Wimbledon look good

London, 25 July — Venus and Serena Williams have opted for the comfort of a tennis siblings were at the peak of their powers at the All England title with her sister.— Reuters

Bob and Mike Bryan, who were denied entry into the Olympic media center for not having validated credentials, Serena, still basking in the glow of her fifth Wimbledon singles title, quickly made it clear, however, that she was not about to be outdone in London for a few laughs, but for medals. If the 14-time grand slam winner can claim the women’s gold she would become the only player to win all four slam singles and doubles gold. “It’s exciting to be back so soon, usually we have to wait 12 months to walk back on to the court,” Serena, who will set up camp with her sister and the rest of the US tennis team at a hotel near Wimbledon, told the news conference. "For me, I’m going to be really excited to have such a quick turn-around and get back on the grass when I love to play. Since rejoining the Summer Games program in 1988 after a 64-year absence, tennis and the Olympics have not always been a comfortable fit, with many players putting up a grand slam victory abroad a gold medal. Wimbledon and the Olympics, two ancient sporting institutions, will come together, however, at the All England Club “Growing up as tennis players you always dream of winning grand slams and doing well at tournaments like Wimbledon,” said Venus, who will defend the doubles title with her sister.— Reuters

Reuters

Real Madrid rout Oviedo to open pre-season

Oviedo, 25 July — Real Madrid drubbed Spanish third-division side Real Oviedo 5-1 Tuesday in a pre-season warm-up match, despite Jose Mourinho fielding a second-string team. Mourinho started just three members of his regular first-team squad: Alvarado, Esteban Granero and ‘keeper Antonio Adan. But Real Madrid came out guns blazing as Lucás Vázquez scored in the ninth minute, Denis Tcheryshev 30 minutes later and Esteban Granero two minutes after that.

Matar Diop Martins gave Oviedo a spark of hope when he scored six minutes after the break, but Argentine Angel Di Maria promptly doused it with goals in the 50th and 74th minutes. ‘Los blancos’ take on Benfica in a friendly Friday before heading to the United States to continue their pre-season.— Internet

Real Madrid’s Luna (L) scores the opening goal past Real Oviedo’s goalkeeper Adan (R) during their friendly football match at the Carlos Tartiere Stadium in Oviedo. Real Madrid won the match 5-1.— Internet

International Sports

Manchester United great Ryan Giggs, pictured in June 2012, said on Tuesday an Olympic gold would rank among the best moments of his career as he prepares to play his final international tournament at the age of 38.

“...the Blaugrana dressing room and Carles Puyol and Cesc Fabregas. “Puyol takes care of me like an older brother would; our friendship goes well beyond being just teammates: we often eat together. When it comes to Cesc, we’ve known each other since we were nine years. We don’t keep possibilities. I really like China, I’ve had a marvellous time there...” Pique also added that his two closest friends in the Blaugrana dressing room are Carles Puyol and Cesc Fabregas.

Ryan Giggs says gold would be career highlight

London, 25 July — Manchester United great Ryan Giggs said on Tuesday an Olympic gold would rank among the best moments of his career as he prepares to play his final international tournament at the age of 38. The Welsh winger will captain the Great Britain team when they return to Olympic competition after a gap of 52 years, starting with their match against Senegal at his United home ground of Old Trafford on Thursday.

“I would be up there, definitely. I don’t like to prioritise any trophies or medals because they are all good feelings, it’s always a challenge no matter what you have won before,” Giggs said. “The summer Games is a big change because of the quality that is there in the tournament. “He added: “Obviously I am looking forward to it. I’ve enjoyed every bit of the preparation so far. To be involved in a tournament at this point in my career is something I am excited about...”
THE NEW LIGHT OF MYANMAR Thursday, 26 July, 2012

CASH DONATED TO HOSPITAL: U Win Myint-Daw Kyi Kyi Win and family of Monywa donated one ECG Channel and two 10-litre oxygen cylinders to Monywa General Hospital on 18 July, Medical Superintendent Dr Than Htut accepts donations.—KYEYSON

HEALTHY ACTIVITY DEMONSTRATED: Atheta talks on prevention against dengue hemorrhagic fever, health staff demonstrated checking of larvae at water tanks and DHF preventive measures in Ward 4 of Lanmadaw Township in Yangon Region on 21 July.—MYANNA ALIM

Weather Map of Myanmar and Neighbouring Areas

The iRobot doc will see you now: Roomba maker enters the ER

SANTA BARBARA, 24 July — Some of us complain their doctors are too stiff, lack warmth and are robotic. But calling such doctors “robots” may be a disservice to RP-Vita — the latest telepresence, healthcare bot from InTouch Health and iRobot. RP-VITA (Remote Presence Virtual — Independent Telemedicine Assistant), unveiled this week at the Clinical Innovations Forum in Santa Barbara, is a remote-controlled telepresence robot that combines InTouch’s “telemedicine” technology and the autonomous navigation innovations introduced in iRobots’ AVA robot at CES in 2011.

iRobot, which also makes the popular Roomba robot home vacuum, made a $6 million investment in InTouch in January of this year. It may be controlled via joystick, but RP-Vita does have some awareness of its environment. It employs a dazzling array of sensors that include PrimeSense Sensors (the same ones you find in the Kinect for Xbox 360), two cameras that together approximate human normal vision, sonar and a laser range finder. It also creates a map of the hospital and knows the location, for example, of its roll-into charging base.

When the caregiver logs off, RP-Vita, which gets about five hours of activity on a charge, automatically returns to the base. It also features a large screen where the attending doctor’s face will appear. That doctor could be anywhere she has access to the Internet (and a Webcam).

The information collected and sent through InTouch’s telemedicine system is encrypted and then shared with the attending doctor (who is controlling the robot from her remote location). For as smart as RP-Vita is right now, it’s likely to get even more so by the end of the year. It already has built-in autonomous navigation, but won’t be able to use it in a hospital environment until the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) give its approval, perhaps as early as the end of this year.—Internet

Olympic and Paralympic Games will be hosted in same city until 2020

LONDON, 25 July — An agreement has been signed to ensure that the Paralympic Games will be held in the same city as the Olympic Games through until 2020. The agreement was reached at the 124th International Olympic Committee (IOC) session held in London, just three days before the Olympics begin and 36 days before the Paralympics.

Jacques Rogge, the president of the IOC, and Phillip Craven, the current president of the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) extended the current co-operation agreement that was signed in 2006 and ran through to the 2016 Games. "I’m delighted to extend our close co-operation with the IPC through to 2020. They have a fundamentally important role in the Olympic movement and we are pleased to continue to support this partnership,” said Rogge. This is excellent news for the Paralympic Movement, especially coming so close to the start of the biggest ever Paralympic Games in London,” said Craven.

“The agreements secure the continued growth of the Movement and our members. Since 1988 we have benefited from using the same venues, infrastructure and levels of detailed planning as the Olympic Games and through this agreement it will continue through to at least 2020. We are grateful to the IOC for their continued and growing support. Without them the Paralympic Games would not have grown to the superb sporting spectacle it is today. By working together over the coming years we can continue to deliver a 60 day global celebration of sport.” —Xinhua

U Kyaw Mra
Retd. Director, Sports and Physical Education Department
Rest., General Secretary, Myanmar Olympic Committee (75 years)

U Kyaw Mra, second eldest son of (former Chief Secretary to the Govt of the Union of Myanmar & Former Special Adviser of Public Administration Division, UN Hqrs, U/Shwe Mra-Daw Khan Tin), brother of U Tun Mra-Daw Michelle Maw, U/See Mra-Daw Yint Tung, U Win Mra-Daw Mya Mar Win, U Mg Mg Mra-Daw Tin Tin Thaung, U Paw Myint Oo-Daw Mra Sandy, U Aye Kyaw-Daw Mra Hninzi, Dr Rai Mra-Dr Katherine Ba Thike, Dr Aung Mra, Dr Zin Mra-Dr Aye Khan Tu passed away at Sakura Hospital on 25-7-2012 (Wednesday) at 5:40 am. Funeral will be at YAY WAY CEMETERY on 27-7-2012 (Friday) at 12 noon.

Bereaved Family
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President U Thein Sein visits Laem Chabang Port, Industrial Estate in Chonburi Province, Thailand

NAY PYI TAW, 25 July—President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar U Thein Sein and his entourage on 22 July arrived in Chonburi Province, where they observed Laem Chabang Port and Industrial Estate. On arrival at the Regional Development & Economic Center-4, Chairman of Board of Investment and Minister of Industry of Thailand Mr. Pongsawat Saawasdiwat extended greetings, and Secretary General Mr. Arkhom Temtpitayapinpa of National Economic and Social Development Board presented reports on progress of economic development of Thailand and connectivity between Dawei Deep Sea Port in Myanmar and Thailand’s Seaboard.

President U Thein Sein then heard reports presented by Governor Dr. Verapong Chaiperm of Thailand Industrial Estates on development of Thailand’s Seaboard and governance and by Secretary General Dr. Archaka Sibunruang of Thailand Board of Investment on Thailand’s investment policies and its related rules and regulations. The President and party proceeded to their Laem Chabang Port Observation Tower where they were reported by Managing Director Mr. Chalermkeat Salakham of Port Authority of Thailand on the construction of Laem Chabang Port and its present progresses. At the tower, the President and his entourage caught an aerial view of Laem Chabang Port and looked around Amata Industrial Zone in Chonburi in a motorcade.

In the evening, they arrived back at Bangkok through Bang-Na Trad concrete expressway.

President U Thein Sein arrives back from Thailand

NAY PYI TAW, 25 July—President of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar U Thein Sein and party arrived back here by air at 9 am today after paying a goodwill visit to Thailand at the invitation of Prime Minister of Thailand Ms Yingluck Shinawatra.

The Myanmar delegation led by President U Thein Sein was welcomed back at Nay Pyi Taw Airport by Vice-President Dr Sai Mauk Kham, Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Vice-Senior General Min Aung Hlaing, Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Commander-in-Chief (Army) General Soe Win, Union Minister for Home Affairs Lt-Gen Ko Ko, Union Minister at the President Office U Thein Nyunt, Union Minister for Mines U Thein Htay, Union Minister for Finance and Revenue U Hla Tun, Union Minister for Communications, Posts and Telegraphs U Thrin, Union Minister for Immigration and Population U Khin Yi, Union Minister for Environmental Conservation and Forestry U Win Tun, Union Minister for Electric Power No 2 U Khin Maung Soe, Union Minister for Health Dr Pe Thet Khin, Commander of Nay Pyi Taw Command Maj-Gen Maung Maung Aye, departmental heads, Charge d’Affaires ai of the Thai Embassy Mr Kallayana Vipattipumiprates and embassy officials.—MNA

Flood warning

NAY PYI TAW, 25 July—According to the 12.30 hr MST observation today, the water level of Thanlwin River at Hpa-an is 700 cm. It may reach its danger level 750 cm during the next 24 hours commencing this noon, announced Meteorology and Hydrology Department.—MNA

Strong earthquake jolts

NAY PYI TAW, 25 July—A strong earthquake of magnitude (6.2) Richter Scale with its epicenter outside Myanmar (Simulue, Northern Sumatra, Indonesia) about (970) miles south of Kaba-Aye seismological observatory was recorded at (07) hrs (00) min (30) sec MST on 25th July, 2012, announced Meteorology and Hydrology Department.—MNA